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We ask what new states may lie at or below the TeV scale, with sizable flavour-dependent cou-
plings to light quarks, putting them within reach of hadron colliders via resonant production, or in
association with Standard Model states. In particular, we focus on the compatibility of such states
with stringent flavour-changing neutral current and electric-dipole moment constraints. We argue
that the broadest and most theoretically plausible flavour structure of the new couplings is that they
are hierarchical, as are Standard Model Yukawa couplings, although the hierarchical pattern may
well be different. We point out that, without the need for any more elaborate or restrictive struc-
ture, new scalars with “diquark” couplings to standard quarks are particularly immune to existing
constraints, and that such scalars may arise within a variety of theoretical paradigms. In particular,
there can be substantial couplings to a pair of light quarks or to one light and one heavy quark.
For example, the latter possibility may provide a flavour-safe interpretation of the asymmetry in
top quark production observed at the Tevatron. We thereby motivate searches for diquark scalars
at the Tevatron and LHC, and argue that their discovery represents one of our best chances for new
insight into the Flavour Puzzle of the Standard Model.
I. INTRODUCTION
For some decades now, phenomenological research into
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) has been
driven by the question of ‘What new physics should we
see?’ That is to say, the SM leaves unresolved several
deep mysteries, such as the electroweak hierarchy prob-
lem, the flavour puzzle, the identity of dark matter, the
origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry, &c, and new
models that address these issues inevitably predict new
degrees of freedom. Diverse and intense experimental ef-
forts have been directed towards their discovery. Thus
far however, although there are some intriguing anoma-
lies, there has been no decisive experimental break with
the SM.1 Indeed, the myriad null searches (both direct
and virtual) now very tightly constrain the form of any
new physics near the TeV scale. Our dominant inspi-
ration, the hierarchy problem, has led to beautiful new
ideas and the vision of a rich new spectrum, but pro-
posed resolutions only remain viable in small regions of
their natural parameter space.
Happily, the game is far from over. Analysis of the
large Tevatron data set is ongoing, and the LHC has be-
gun the most thorough exploration yet of the TeV scale.
Hopes are high for the discovery of new physics. It may
be that an unforeseen, but fully satisfying, resolution to
the hierarchy problem emerges directly from the data. Or
it may be that standard considerations of the hierarchy
problem and fine-tuning provide only a very crude guide
as to where new physics should appear. In that case, one
of the existing paradigms may yet be discovered, with
parameters that seem to us “tuned” at the per cent level.
1 Neutrino oscillations are a notable exception. While these data
provide valuable new clues on the flavour puzzle, it can be ac-
commodated by only a modest extension of SM structure.
But life could be more complicated. There may well be a
rich new threshold at which the lion’s share of the hierar-
chy problem is resolved, but it may lie above LHC reach,
say at 10 TeV, or 100 TeV, with 10−4 tuning by effec-
tive field theory measure. In that case, even the LHC
will catch only those associated states that happen to be
exceptionally light, an opening move but not the end-
game. A rough parallel can be found in the SM itself:
among the states that feel electroweak breaking we first
discovered the electron because it was one of the light-
est, even though it was not a “major player” of the likes
of the W,Z, top or Higgs. If the LHC, at least in its
early stages, is sensitive only to a light vestige of a major
mechanism at higher energies, the question shifts from
‘What new physics should we see?’ to the more hum-
ble ‘What new physics could we see?’ More precisely:
what new physics (however dimly perceived its ultimate
“purpose”) is consistent, without too much theoretical
artifice, with the many existing constraints?
There are three reasons for trying to develop a system-
atic approach to this question. Firstly, the constraints on
TeV physics are so strong that, subject to some plausi-
ble assumptions, the litany of new physics possibilities
may be short enough to catalogue. Secondly, the com-
plexities of hadron machines are such that we are un-
likely to discover anything without expressly looking for
it. Thirdly, such a catalogue of allowed, albeit “unmoti-
vated”, possibilities is of theoretical use, in highlighting
new paradigms, mechanisms and modules which guaran-
tee consistency with existing constraints. It is to this
general programme that we will contribute in this paper.
Let us first establish some ground rules, whose purpose
is to balance the observability of TeV-scale new physics
against its plausible connection to some deeper theoreti-
cal “plot”. While scenarios such as weak scale supersym-
metry predict a doubling or more of the SM spectrum,
we contemplate here a much more modest number of new
particles with sub-TeV masses, with perhaps a richer but
2heavier spectrum out of range. We will also focus on par-
ticles that can be readily and directly produced at col-
liders, with appreciable coupling to the SM, in particular
to SM gauge bosons and/or to SM light fermions. This
balances experimental observability with our best guess
that a light vestige of some (generally heavy) solution to
the SM hierarchy problem should couple directly to the
SM.2
At the technical level, the requirement that the new
particles couple substantially to the SM implies that
these couplings are renormalizable in form. This is be-
cause non-renormalizable couplings rapidly weaken be-
low the scale of their UV completion, and we are con-
templating that any such higher physics scale is at least
above LHC reach. Non-renormalizable interactions may
however play an important role in the decays of a new
particle, especially if its renormalizable interactions alone
would leave it stable. Renormalizability restricts the new
particles to spin ≤ 1. New particles with SM gauge quan-
tum numbers then certainly represent a very plausible
possibility, and also a very safe option from the point of
view of existing constraints. Gauge interactions are fa-
mously “flavour-blind” and so this kind of new physics
can readily evade stringent FCNC constraints, while still
allowing pair-production (or even resonant production
[2, 3]) of new particles. Very weak or non-renormalizable
couplings to the SM may subsequently mediate the de-
cay of these particles, with only mild constraints from
flavour physics. Another possibility is that the new par-
ticles are themselves spin-1 gauge bosons under which
some of the SM is charged. Again, the choice of gauge
couplings can naturally be sufficiently flavour-blind, but
constraints from electroweak precision tests or searches
for jet or lepton excesses can still be challenging.
Gauge interactions are the only renormalizable interac-
tions until one introduces scalars. Minimally, this could
be just the SM Higgs boson, to which new particles can
couple. But one might also have a new scalar. Beyond
SM gauge interactions, a new scalar can also have siz-
able Yukawa couplings to a pair of SM fermions, or to a
SM fermion and a new fermion. Such Yukawa couplings
might well provide a new window on flavour physics. In-
deed, one might worry that the vast array of past flavour
tests already severely constrains this possibility unless
there is a very special mechanism in place.
Let us survey the possibilities for such a scalar, φ. De-
noting SM quarks by q, SM leptons by ℓ, and possible new
fermions by χ, we see that the list of φ Yukawa couplings
with at least one SM fermion is given by (i) φq¯q, φℓ¯ℓ,
(ii) φq¯ℓ, φq¯ℓ¯, (iii) φqχ, φℓχ, (iv) φℓℓ, (v) φqq. The φ of
category (i) necessarily has the same electroweak quan-
2 This is in contrast to, say, a “hidden valley” structure [1] in which
there are light states that do not directly couple to the SM, but
are produced via a heavy “bridge” particle, which does couple to
the SM. In terms of observability, the production cross-sections
are low, but off-set by the spectacular nature of the events.
tum numbers of the SM Higgs multiplet, and is either
colour octet [4] or colour singlet. It is well understood
that such generalized Higgses can all too readily medi-
ate excessive FCNCs if they lie below a TeV, unless their
couplings are very carefully chosen. If there is a second
colour-singlet Higgs doublet, the Glashow-Weinberg rule
[5] for designating one as an up-type Higgs and the other
as down-type, as enforced for example by supersymme-
try, ensures the absence of tree-level Higgs-mediated FC-
NCs. More generally, a much tighter Yukawa-coupling
ansatz, such as Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV) [6], is
required to suppress tree-level FCNCs. It requires quite
specialized structure in the UV to arrange for it. Even a
small deviation from the MFV structure can be deadly,
leading to excessive FCNCs. Category (ii) φs are “lep-
toquarks”. Such couplings can be relevant for decays at
hadron colliders [7–10], but unlikely to dominate produc-
tion. Sfermions of supersymmetry are examples of cate-
gory (iii), with χ being a gaugino or Higgsino. Of course,
this case is famously dangerous for FCNCs, as encap-
sulated in the supersymmetric flavour problem. Again,
special patterns such as gauge-mediated supersymmetry
breaking can evade this generic concern.3 Category (iv)
φs are “dileptons”, which are less relevant to hadronic
collider production. Finally, category (v) φs are “di-
quarks”. Such couplings, if strong enough, can play an
important role in new physics production at hadronic col-
liders [12, 13]. Indeed, they have already been suggested
by several authors [14–20] as an explanation for the tt
forward-backward asymmetry. They are the focus of this
paper.
Na¨ıvely, such diquark couplings, φqq, appear to pose
similar FCNC concerns as Higgs-like couplings, φq¯q [13],
evaded only by the same level of specialization of cou-
plings, such as MFV [21]. Remarkably, this is not neces-
sarily the case. For example, consider a colour-triplet
scalar that couples to right-handed up-type quarks,
φuiRu
j
R, where u
i=1,2,3 ≡ u, c, t. QCD gauge invari-
ance implies colour antisymmetry, which in turn implies
flavour antisymmetry of the quarks. Now, antisymme-
try implies that any flavour-changing diagram must in-
volve all three generations of quarks. Indeed, with only
two quark generations, the diquark coupling is propor-
tional to ǫij , which is an invariant tensor of the SU(2)
flavour symmetry acting on uiR. This has various con-
sequences. For example, tree-level φ exchange cannot
mediate ∆F = 2 FCNCs, since only two generations
would be involved. Even at one-loop, the contributions
to neutral D-meson mixing must proceed via the third
generation. Thus, they do not involve the φuRcR cou-
pling, which consequently may be of order unity, even
for a diquark mass of a few hundred GeV, resulting in a
huge production cross section at the LHC. As we shall
see, there are also remarkable suppressions of flavour-
3 Non-flavour blind, flavourful alternatives were discussed in [11].
3diagonal, electric dipole moments (EDMs), in that dia-
grams involving only quarks and diquarks do not con-
tribute at any loop order.
Such considerations make a much broader and more
plausible flavour structure of diquark couplings possible.
Indeed our purpose here is to point out that scalars with
substantial diquark couplings represent a unique com-
bination of experimental and theoretical opportunity at
hadron colliders such as the LHC and Tevatron. In addi-
tion to their QCD couplings, the diquark couplings can
be strong enough to play an important role in new physics
production and decay. The fact that these couplings can
tolerate a variety of patterns without already being ruled
out by flavour and other precision data means that ex-
periments can teach us something about flavour structure
that we do not already know. (By contrast, in the MFV
ansatz, precisely the flavour structure of SM Yukawa cou-
plings is replicated in new physics.) Finally, such “di-
quark” scalars can very plausibly represent the low end
of a new spectrum which addresses the “big” hierarchy
problem. For example, the scalars might be (i) pseudo-
Goldstone bosons of a new strong dynamics which makes
a composite Higgs boson, (ii) squark remnants of super-
symmetric physics, with R-parity violating couplings to
quarks, (iii) a coloured partner of the SM Higgs boson in
some (orbifold) unification schemes [22]. Or they may be
a light vestige of something unanticipated.
It is certainly not the case that any flavour structure of
diquark couplings is consistent with FCNC constraints.
Instead, we will be guided very broadly by what we al-
ready see in the flavour structure of SM quark Yukawa
couplings. The hierarchical pattern of quark masses and
mixing angles strongly suggests that there is a particular
electroweak gauge basis in which the Yukawa matrices
have a hierarchical structure of matrix elements, such
that the first, second, and third generations have an in-
creasing degree of connectedness to the SM Higgs boson.
While the SM itself offers no explanation of this fact, it
can be understood in a variety of UV theories in which
these three quark generations are distinguished. For ex-
ample, in Froggatt-Nielsen theory [23], the hierarchical
structure arises from assigning the three generations dis-
tinct charges under a Higgsed U(1)FN gauge theory. In
higher-dimensional theories, hierarchy arises when the
three generations have distinct extra-dimensional wave-
functions with varying overlaps with the Higgs boson [24].
In strongly-coupled (or AdS/CFT-related warped) mod-
els, the three generations are distinguished by scaling di-
mensions [25–30].
The minimal structure we will impose on diquark cou-
plings is that they and the SM Yukawa matrices are hier-
archical in the same electroweak gauge basis. They need
not, however, exhibit the same hierarchical structure.
This seems to us the most plausible and broadly phrased
approach to how new physics flavour structure might ap-
pear at collider energies. Note that this assumption in
no way saves all types of new scalars from danger. For
example, new Higgs bosons with hierarchical couplings
that approximately mimic SM Yukawa couplings would
satisfy our criteria, but would give tree-level FCNCs, typ-
ically far in excess of experiment. Only a much more
restrictive ansatz, such as MFV, can avoid this. More
generally, even if we started with an extreme hierarchy
of couplings for a new Higgs-like scalar in the gauge basis,
with only a single, non-vanishing, diagonal entry in the
coupling matrix, the rotation required to go to the quark
mass basis would already lead to tree-level FCNCs, again
typically excessive. But we will show that scalars with
diquark couplings are much safer. So safe in fact that,
at least for antisymmetrically-coupled diquarks, any one
of the couplings could be the largest. Thus, the largest
coupling may involve quarks of the second and third, the
first and second, or the first and third generations and
each gives rise to a distinct phenomenology. We call the
resulting hierarchies the normal, inverted, and perverted
hierarchies, respectively. The perverted hierarchy, in par-
ticular, can be used to explain the asymmetry in tt pro-
duction in a way that is consistent with constraints from
D-meson mixing and single top production.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
§II, we will further frame our flavour philosophy, and il-
lustrate how it naturally fits with popular UV approaches
to flavour structure. In §III, we classify diquarks by their
SM gauge charges, tree-level FCNCs, and proton stabil-
ity. In §IV, we consider loop-level effects. In §V, we re-
strict ourselves further to the two states with (automati-
cally) antisymmetric flavour couplings and determine ex-
isting bounds on the masses and couplings coming from
one-loop processes and from tree-level, flavour-violating
decays. We discuss flavour-diagonal processes and elec-
troweak precision tests in §VI and outline strategies for
collider searches for the various paradigms in §VII.
II. FLAVOUR PHILOSOPHY
We begin our journey with the Yukawa couplings of the
SM, which generate the observed masses and mixings of
quarks and provide the origin of flavour in the SM. As is
well-known, these masses and mixings are not anarchical,
but rather possess a curious pattern of hierarchies and
degeneracies.
One ansatz for the Yukawa couplings that leads to
a good description of the observed masses and mixings
takes the form (see e. g. [26–32])
L = −Σi,j
(
yuijǫ
q
i ǫ
u
j q
i
LHu
j
R + y
d
ijǫ
q
i ǫ
d
j q
i
LH
cdjR
)
+ h.c.,
(1)
where the ǫq,u,di ≤ 1 are hierarchical between the different
generations (though not necessarily between the different
quark multiplets) and the coefficients yij are of order one.
We will refer to the Yukawa structure of eq. (1) as the
Chiral Hierarchy.
Passing to the mass basis, we find that both ǫq3 and ǫ
u
3
should be of order one in order to reproduce the large
4top quark mass, while the CKM matrix is given by
VCKM ∼


1
ǫ
q
1
ǫ
q
2
ǫ
q
1
ǫ
q
3
− ǫ
q
1
ǫ
q
2
1
ǫ
q
2
ǫ
q
3
− ǫ
q
1
ǫ
q
3
− ǫ
q
2
ǫ
q
3
1

 . (2)
The three measured mixings, Vcb, Vus, and Vub, then fix
ǫq2 ∼ λ2CKM and ǫq1 ∼ λ3CKM, where λCKM ∼ 0.23 is the
Cabibbo angle, together with the successful “prediction”
Vub ∼ VcbVus. We may then solve for the remaining five ǫ
parameters in terms of the remaining five quark masses.
In all, we have
ǫd3 ∼
mb
mt
, (3)
ǫd2 ∼
ms
mtVcb
, ǫu2 ∼
mc
mtVcb
, (4)
ǫd1 ∼
md
mtVusVcb
, ǫu1 ∼
mu
mtVusVcb
. (5)
In the SM, the only physical parameters arising from
the rotation are contained in the quark masses and the
CKM matrix; when we add new physics states coupled
to quarks, other parts of the quark rotations also become
physical. In this way, new physics could also be impor-
tant for further elucidating the flavour structure within
the SM: the presence of new physics is necessary to ren-
der the right handed rotations measurable, but these ro-
tations are part of the same underlying structure that
generates the SM flavour parameters. In particular, Chi-
ral Hierarchy (1) predicts right-handed rotations which
take the same form as (2), but with ǫqi → ǫu,di . Thus,
V uR12 ∼
mu
mcVus
∼ 0.01, V uR23 ∼
mc
mtVcb
∼ 0.09,
V dR12 ∼
md
msVus
∼ 0.2, V dR23 ∼
ms
mbVcb
∼ 0.5,
V uR,dR13 ∼ V uR,dR12 V uR,dR23 , (6)
where in making the estimates we have taken central
values for the quark masses at the TeV scale. While
V dR12 is parametrically equal to the Cabibbo angle and
V dR23 is larger than Vcb, V
uR
12 and V
uR
13 are much smaller
than their CKM counterparts. This asymmetry between
the left- and right-handed rotations arises because the
Yukawa couplings in Chiral Hierarchy are not symmet-
ric matrices. We shall later see that the suppression of
mixings may lead to an important suppression of flavour-
changing processes from new physics and will be crucial
for explaining the tt asymmetry in the context of our
flavour paradigm.
While Chiral Hierarchy gives a good fit to the mea-
sured hierarchies in masses and mixings, it is unnecessar-
ily restrictive for our needs. In particular, the suppres-
sion of right versus left mixings just described need not
be a general feature of hierarchical Yukawa couplings. As
a counter-example, in a GUT model with all quarks liv-
ing in the same multiplet, one might expect the Yukawa
matrices to be symmetric or antisymmetric and thus the
right rotation matrix to be equal to the complex con-
jugate of the left rotation matrix. As a result, if the
rotations in the up and down sectors were comparable,
we would have
V uR,dR12 ∼ λCKM ∼ 0.23, V uR,dR23 ∼ λ2CKM ∼ 0.05,
V uR,dR13 ∼ V uR,dR12 V uR,dR23 . (7)
So, in order to be as general as possible, we shall not im-
pose Chiral Hierarchy in what follows. Rather, we shall
assume that there exists some pattern of hierarchies in
the SM Yukawa couplings and that the resulting mixings
in the right handed sector lie somewhere between the val-
ues in (6), which correspond to Chiral Hierarchy, and the
values in (7), which we refer to as CKM-like mixing.
Now let us move on to new physics. Our flavour phi-
losophy will be that any new physics should also possess
some hierarchical structure in its couplings, in the gauge
basis. From the IR viewpoint, this seems not only rea-
sonable (since the SM Yukawa couplings already possess
such a structure), but also necessary (in that anarchic,
sizable new couplings would be irreconcilable with flavour
physics constraints).
In contrast with the previous literature,4 we shall not
insist that the hierarchical structure in the new couplings
is the same as the structure in the Higgs Yukawa cou-
plings. Rather, we shall take the view that any structure
is acceptable, especially given our ignorance about the
UV dynamics that generates flavour.
Before continuing, we should address one objection
that may irk the reader: why, from the UV viewpoint,
should the couplings of both the Higgs and extra scalars
to fermions be hierarchical in the same basis? If they are
not, then the rotation from one basis to the other would
restore anarchy in one or other of the coupling matrices,
with disastrous consequences for flavour physics.
We claim that having both coupling matrices hierar-
chical in the same gauge basis is quite plausible, if one
takes the viewpoint that the UV theory of flavour makes
a strong distinction between the different fermion gen-
erations, as occurs in the examples mentioned in §I. In
an extra-dimensional model, for example, a hierarchical
flavour structure that arises because of small wavefunc-
tion overlaps will appear in the couplings of all scalars,
in the same basis.
Another objection to our philosophy might be that,
although a hierarchical structure in the Higgs and new
scalar couplings is plausible, different hierarchical struc-
tures are not. This does not seem to hold water to us
either, since different scalars may interact in very differ-
ent ways with the SM fermions. Indeed, the examples in
4 Ref. [33] differs in considering extra Higgs scalars with sizable
couplings involving the light generations. However, since other
couplings are set to zero in the mass basis, this does not fall
within the scope of our flavour philosophy.
5§I can easily generate different hierarchical structures for
different scalars: in the extra-dimensional case, for exam-
ple, it suffices to localize the scalars in different places;
in the Froggatt-Nielsen case, it suffices to assign different
flavon charges to different scalars.
To be explicit, let us sketch how each of these two
examples could give rise to the normal, inverted, or
perverted hierarchies which we introduced above for
antisymmetrically-coupled diquarks, as follows. In the
extra-dimensional example, imagine that both scalars
and fermions have wavefuctions that are exponentially lo-
calized (in some metric), but that the profiles of fermions
are broader than those of the scalars. The Yukawa cou-
plings then take exactly the form in (1), where the ǫ pa-
rameters are given by the values of the respective fermion
wavefunctions evaluated at the location of the scalar.
Thus, the third generation is simply the fermion that
lives closest to the Higgs, while the first generation is
furthest away and the second generation is somewhere in
between. Then, to obtain the normal hierarchy, it suf-
fices to localize the new scalar closer to the second and
third generations than to the first. The other hierarchies
can be obtained by moving the location of the new scalar
around in an obvious way.
In the Froggatt-Nielsen example, suppose that the
flavon symmetry is a U(1)FN , under which the Higgs
is neutral and qiL, u
ci
R and d
ci
R have positive semi-definite
charges Qq,u,di . The ǫ parameters are then given by
ǫi = δ
Q
q,u,d
i , where δ is the ratio of the flavon VEV to
the cut-off. To get the large top mass requires Qq,u3 = 0.
One may then obtain any one of the three hierarchies by
an appropriate choice of a negative charge, Q, for the
new scalar, since the coupling to quarks of generations i
and j will be suppressed by δ|Q+Qi+Qj |. For example, in
the simplest case in which qiL, u
ci
R and d
ci
R have common
charge Qi, the choice Q + Q1 + Q3 = 0, corresponds to
the perverted hierarchy with subdominant couplings (in
the gauge basis) given by λ12 =
√
m2
m3
and λ23 =
√
m1
m3
.5
5 These examples show that, whenever the UV physics has a non-
trivial flavour structure, an effective theory-approach where only
SM fields are retained is, in general, unable to determine cor-
rectly the coefficients of non-renormalizable, flavour-violating op-
erators. For example, in the case of a Froggatt-Nielsen model,
once we integrate out the new physics, the coefficients of the ef-
fective operators involving SM fields will be typically suppressed
by powers of S†S/Λ2, where S is the flavon and Λ is the cut-off.
Such suppression factors cannot be determined just by counting
the Froggatt-Nielsen charges of the SM fields alone. Our extra-
dimensional example shows that the same is true also in that
case, because new-physics interactions and SM Higgs Yukawa
couplings can be sensitive to different parts of the quark profiles.
A simple counting of the suppression factors in the coefficients
of the non-renormalizable, flavour-violating operators, based on
powers of quark wave-functions, would give an incorrect result.
The specific features of the UV flavour theory are essential for
determining the pattern of flavour violation in the quark sector
and these cannot be captured by an effective-theory analysis. A
Before closing this section, we stress that we do not
wish to restrict ourselves to an explicit flavour model.
Indeed, we mention them here only to motivate our gen-
eralized flavour paradigm.
III. CLASSIFICATION, PROTON DECAY, AND
TREE-LEVEL FCNCs
If we consider scalars coupled to a pair of quarks, via
a Yukawa coupling, then there are eight possibilities, dis-
tinguished by the representation under the SM gauge
group and listed in Table I.6
An important observation is that diquark couplings to
qLqL, uRuR and dRdR imply symmetry or antisymmetry
of the corresponding Yukawa matrices in flavour space in
the gauge basis. We note that the symmetry properties
under interchange of flavour indices are preserved under
flavour rotations in SU(3)q×SU(3)u×SU(3)d. This fur-
ther implies that the pure up- or down-type couplings (to
uRuR, dRdR, and uLuL, dLdL ⊂ qLqL) retain their sym-
metry properties in the quark mass basis. (The mixed
up/down-type uLdL ⊂ qLqL couplings do not, because
distinct rotations on uL and dL are required to go to the
quark mass basis).
A. Proton decay
We now open a parenthesis, to make a short discus-
sion of proton decay, mediated by the new scalars. As
indicated in Table I, three of the eight possible diquark
states (namely II, IV and VI) can also have a dimension-
four, Yukawa-type coupling to a lepton and a quark
[13, 21]. The presence of both the diquark and lepto-
quark coupling would permit decay of the proton via a
dimension-six operator mediated by tree-level exchange
of the scalar, implying a very large bound on its mass.
This can be easily avoided by declaring that some addi-
tional global symmetry stabilizes the proton and forbids
the leptoquark coupling. The simplest such symmetry is
a baryon parity, under which only the quarks are odd.
For the remaining five diquark states, baryon number is
an accidental symmetry of the renormalizable lagrangian,
such that we may remain agnostic about its status in the
UV [13, 21].
similar result was obtained, in the supersymmetric context, in
[34].
6 Vector diquarks, either colour triplets or sextets, could couple at
dimension four to quc or qdc, but will be ruled out by tree-level
FCNC constraints as per the discussion for scalar states.
6Name SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y QQ Coupling LQ Coupling Tree-level ∆F = 2?
I 6 3 − 1
3
(qLqL) - Yes
II 3 3 − 1
3
[qLqL] qLlL No
III 6 1 − 1
3
[qLqL], uRdR - No
IV 3 1 − 1
3
(qLqL),uRdR qLlL, uReR No
V 6 1 − 4
3
(uRuR) - Yes
VI 3 1 − 4
3
[uRuR] dReR No
VII 6 1 2
3
(dRdR) - Yes
VIII 3 1 2
3
[dRdR] - No
TABLE I: Scalar diquarks and their couplings. The parentheses in the ‘QQ Coupling’ column indicate whether the relevant
coupling is symmetric () or antisymmetric [] in flavour indices.
B. Tree-level FCNCs
Starting from these eight diquark states, we can re-
duce the number that may be compatible with our rules
of the game to five (with one possible exception), by con-
sideration of tree-level flavour physics processes. Indeed,
even though all diquark states are charged, their cou-
plings to quarks may allow them to mediate ∆F = 2
mixing between neutral mesons at tree-level, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. For example, a canonically-normalized,
colour-triplet, electroweak-singlet diquark, φ, of massM ,
coupled to quarks ψR ∈ {uR, dR}, has the Yukawa inter-
action
L ⊃ −λ
ψ
ij
2
ǫabcφaψ
iT
RbCψ
j
Rc + h.c., (8)
where a,b, and c are colour indices, and i and j are flavour
indices. This generates the dimension-six operator
Leff ⊃
λψijλ
ψ∗
kl
4M2
ψlaR γ
µψjRaψ
kb
R γµψ
i
Rb, (9)
where we have used the antisymmetry of the coupling
λψij .
Similarly, for a colour-sextet, electroweak-singlet di-
quark, Φ, we use a matrix notation in colour space, writ-
ing
Φ =


Φ1
Φ4√
2
Φ5√
2
Φ4√
2
Φ2
Φ6√
2
Φ5√
2
Φ6√
2
Φ3

 ; (10)
the Yukawa coupling
L ⊃ − 1√
2
λψijψ
iT
R ΦCψ
j
R + h.c. (11)
then generates, via tree-level exchange of the diquark, the
same operator (9), where now λψij is symmetric. For any
diquark, tree-level ∆F = 2 processes can arise via such
diagrams only if the diquark can couple to two quarks
of the same generation and charge. As a result, five di-
φ
ψl
ψi
ψk
ψj
λ∗kl
λij
FIG. 1: Tree-level exchange of a diquark contributing to
∆F = 2 FCNCs.
quark states do not mediate such processes.7 They in-
clude the states VI and VIII, whose couplings are purely
antisymmetric in flavour indices in the mass basis. Two
more are III and IV, which can couple both to qLqL and
to uRdR, since both couplings only connect quarks of
different charge. The fifth and final state is II, which
couples antisymmetrically to the SU(2)L triplet combi-
nation of qLqL, in the gauge basis. This has components
coupled to uLuL or dLdL, but these couplings retain an-
tisymmetry in flavour indices in the mass basis. It also
contains a third component which couples to quarks of
different charges (but is no longer antisymmetric in the
mass basis).
We now wish to examine whether the three states
that mediate tree-level FCNCs are compatible with our
flavour paradigm, viz. a single, sizable coupling, together
with a hierarchical structure. Up until now, we have
been rather coy in specifying what we mean by a“sizable
coupling”. Since we are interested in the prospects for
flavourful production at hadron colliders, the most ap-
propriate definition of sizable would seem to be: large
enough to result in a statistically-significant sample of
signal events at the Tevatron or LHC, after cuts and in
the presence of backgrounds and finite experimental res-
olution. Without entering into a detailed discussion of
the experimental analysis, which depends on the specific
diquark interaction, we shall simply take the sizable cou-
pling to be unfixed, but of order unity. This will enable
readers to keep track in a simple way of the interdepen-
7 This observation was previously made for state VI in [15] and for
states IV and VIII in [35].
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FIG. 2: Loop-level exchange of diquarks contributing to neu-
tral meson mixing via chiral operators.
dent scaling of the various indirect bounds and direct
production cross-sections.
For states mediating tree-level FCNCs, the least dan-
gerous possibility would be to start with the extreme case
where all of the diquark couplings vanish in the gauge
basis [36], except for a single sizable coupling, λu33. The
rotation that is required to go to the mass basis will then
generate a diquark coupling between the first and second
quark generations. The smallest this can be is in the case
of Chiral Hierarchy (6), for diquark V,8 in which case we
estimate the 1− 2 coupling to be ∼ 8λu33× 10−5. Adapt-
ing the bounds of [38] for D-meson mixing, we find that
such a diquark would need a mass of at least 200λu33 GeV.
Whereas this is certainly within the reach of the LHC,
any other possibility would be marginal. For example, if
we moved the large coupling to the 23 entry, the bound
on the mass would increase to 2λu23 TeV. A bound of 1.5
λu33 TeV is obtained if we keep λ
u
33 as the large coupling,
but switch to CKM-like mixing. We stress that these are
only lower bounds, because one could imagine that the
original sub-dominant couplings in the gauge basis were
larger than the contributions generated unavoidably by
the rotation.
In summary, the most plausible possibility arising from
states I, V, and VII occurs when state V has a sizable
coupling to tRtR, in the case of Chiral Hierarchy.
IV. LOOP-LEVEL FLAVOUR-CHANGING
PROCESSES
A. Diquarks II, III, and IV
Even if ∆F = 2 mixing is forbidden at tree level, it
will arise at loop level, albeit with a suppression factor,
as illustrated (at one-loop) in Fig. 2. Firstly, we note
that states III and IV are such that their gauge quan-
tum numbers allow them to couple to quarks of both
chiralities. Unless one of these couplings is somehow sup-
pressed, the (4π)2 suppression of the amplitude relevant
for ∆mK , that comes from the loop factor, will be over-
whelmed by the large (factor 400) enhancement coming
from the fact that one can now have contributions to
8 This state was discussed previously in [37].
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FIG. 3: Loop-level exchange of diquarks contributing to neu-
tral meson mixing via non-chiral operators.
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FIG. 4: One-loop diagram contributing to neutral meson mix-
ing with an internal diquark and W -boson.
non-chiral, ∆F = 2 operators (see, for example, Fig. 3),
for which the experimental bounds are stronger, due to
hadronic and RG effects. (There is, moreover, an en-
hancement of 1-loop ∆F = 1 processes, such as b → sγ,
since the required helicity flip can be placed on an inter-
nal top quark.) A suppression of one coupling is not
unimaginable, however, in the context of our flavour phi-
losophy: the two couplings involve distinct pairs of SM
fermion multiplets (qLqL and uRdR), which may have
quite different hierarchies. Moreover, whilst vanishing
of one coupling cannot be stable under radiative correc-
tions, a suppression of one coupling relative to the other
may be.
So we shall not discard these states just yet, but rather
consider the possibility that they couple sizably only to
either qLqL or to dRuR. We thus need to consider di-
agrams of the form in Fig. 2, together with diagrams
involving exchange of a diquark and a W -boson, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4. In all cases, we compute contributions
to Kaon mixing, where the bound [38] is strongest.
Again, we derive lower bounds by making the extreme
assumption [36] that all couplings but one vanish in the
gauge basis; all other couplings will then be generated
by the rotation required to go to the mass basis. If, on
the one hand, the dominant coupling is to qLqL (states
II, III, or IV), then the relevant rotations are expected
to be CKM-like. The only safe possibility in this case
is to have the large coupling in the 33 entry, for which
the strongest bound comes from the diagram in Fig. 2
and yields M ≥ 800(λq33)2 GeV. We note, however, that
this is only possible for state IV, since states II and III
couple antisymmetrically to qLqL in the gauge basis, such
that λq33 ≡ 0. In contrast, if the large coupling involves
only one heavy quark, the same diagram (with a heavy
quark in the loop) gives a bound of M ≥ 300(λq3i)2 TeV,
where i ∈ {1, 2}. If the large coupling involves two light
quarks, then the same diagram (but with a light quark
in the loop) also gives a bound of 300(λqij)
2 TeV, but
8for two exceptions. The exceptions are states II and III,
which couple antisymmetrically in the large diquark mass
limit9 such that a light quark cannot be exchanged in the
loop. In these cases, the strongest bound comes from the
diagram in Fig. 4, which yields M ≥ 100λqij TeV.
If, on the other hand, the dominant coupling is to
uRdR (states III and IV), we need to consider separately
the cases of CKM-like mixing or Chiral Hierarchy. With
CKM-like mixing, we derive bounds as above, except that
the special cases due to antisymmetric couplings do not
arise. The one safe case, then, is to put the large cou-
pling in the 33 entry. In the case of Chiral Hierarchy, the
necessary rotations always involve the dR sector, since
we start with a single coupling and we wish to change
flavour in the dR sector. Now, the mixings in the dR sec-
tor in the asymmetric case are always comparable to, or
greater than, the CKM mixings, as shown in (6). As a
result, the bounds always get tighter. So much so, that
even the possibility of putting the large coupling in the 33
entry becomes unlikely, with a bound of M ≥ 60(λud33 )2
TeV.
In summary, the only viable possibilities arising from
states II, III, and IV, is to couple state IV sizably to
q3Lq
3
L, or to couple states III or IV to tRbR, in the CKM-
like mixing case.
V. BOUNDS ON ANTISYMMETRICALLY
COUPLED DIQUARKS
In what follows we concentrate on the remaining states
VI and VIII, which are truly antisymmetrically coupled.
We do so for the following reasons. Firstly, they are
the only states that automatically neither mediate tree-
level FCNCs, nor contribute to non-chiral operators, nor
generate dangerous contributions via one-loop diagrams
involving the W -boson. Secondly, as we shall see, their
antisymmetry allows any one of the three couplings to
be the sizable one. Indeed, as we remarked in the in-
troduction, antisymmetry implies that flavour-changing
diagrams must involve all three generations and ergo at
least two couplings, one of which is suppressed by our
assumption of a hierarchy. Moreover, the size of the sup-
pression is bounded below by the mixings that arise from
the rotation to the mass basis, but the relevant rotations
are those of the right-handed quarks and we have seen
that these may be much smaller than the mixings of the
CKM in the case of Chiral Hierarchy. Thirdly, since they
have only three coupling constants, it is relatively sim-
ply to quote exact, general bounds, which may then be
9 As previously mentioned, the rotation to the mass basis main-
tains the (anti)symmetry in couplings to uLuL and dLdL, but
not to uLdL. Nevertheless, an analogue of the GIM mechanism
operates in the diagram in Fig. 2 containing a loop of diquarks:
only the contribution of the antisymmetric parts of the couplings
survives in the limit of large diquark mass.
compared with any particular flavour model. Fourthly,
as we shall later see, they give suppressed contributions
to flavour-diagonal but CP violating processes, such as
the EDM of the neutron.
We denote the diquarks VI, VIII by φu,d. There are
just four independent parameters for each diquark at the
renormalizable level: the mass, and the three couplings,
which we re-write as
λu,dij ≡ ǫijkλu,dk . (12)
To obtain the most transparent bounds, we translate the
bounds on dimension six operators (given, for example,
in [32] and [38]) into bounds on the diquark couplings and
masses, for each of the three diquarks. In the text, we
give the general formulæ, valid for any diquark mass. We
then collate the bounds in Table II, with the simplifying
assumption that the mass of the diquark is somewhat
greater than the mass of the top quark.
A. Tree-level, flavour-changing decays
The special property of the diquarks VI and VIII, of
coupling only antisymmetrically in flavour space, auto-
matically forbids any tree-level contribution to ∆F = 2
processes. However, the tree-level exchange of these di-
quarks can mediate flavour-violating effective interac-
tions involving simultaneously all three generations of
quarks. In particular, the exchange of the diquark VIII
leads to
Leff = λ
d∗
1 λ
d
3
2M2
(
b¯Rγ
µsR s¯RγµdR − b¯RγµdR s¯RγµsR
)
+
λd∗2 λ
d
3
2M2
(
b¯Rγ
µdR d¯RγµsR − b¯RγµsR d¯RγµdR
)
+ h.c..
(13)
These operators have similarities with the contribution
from SM penguin diagrams, but involve purely right-
handed currents. Although their coefficients are com-
plex, they cannot interfere with SM amplitudes, which
involve left-handed currents, and do not lead to new CP
violating effects. Nonetheless, they can lead to interest-
ing effects in two-body, charmless, hadronic decays of
B mesons. In particular the operators in the first line
of (13) contribute to final states with zero charm and
strangeness, which arise in the SM only from highly sup-
pressed penguin diagrams. Interesting processes of this
kind are B → φπ, whose branching ratio is estimated to
be 1–6×10−8 in the SM, B → φρ, or the OZI-suppressed
process B → φφ, whose SM branching ratio is estimated
to be 1–30×10−9. The decay B → φπ is considered
a good probe of new-physics contributions, since long-
distance effects from B → KK∗ rescattering into φπ are
expected to be small.
The contribution of the operators in (13) to two-body
hadronic B decays can be evaluated using QCD factor-
ization [39, 40]. Following the parametrization used in
9ref. [41], we find
BR(B± → φπ±) = 2× 10−3
∣∣λd∗1 λd3∣∣2
(
TeV
M
)4
, (14)
BR(B0 → φπ0) = 1× 10−3
∣∣λd∗1 λd3∣∣2
(
TeV
M
)4
, (15)
BR(B0 → φφ) = 2× 10−5
∣∣λd∗1 λd3∣∣2
(
TeV
M
)4
. (16)
The 90% CL experimental limits are BR(B± → φπ±) <
2.4× 10−7, BR(B0 → φπ0) < 2.8× 10−7, and BR(B0 →
φφ) < 2×10−7 [42]. In this way, we obtain the constraint
listed in Table II.
B. Flavour bounds on the diquark coupled to
[uRuR]
For the φu, the only bound (except from the forward-
backward asymmetry of the top quark pair production at
the Tevatron, see below) comes from mixing of neutralD-
mesons. The basic box diagram generates a four-fermion
effective operator in the weak scale Lagrangian of the
form
ARR(uRγ
µcR)(uRγµcR), (17)
where the colour indices are contracted within the paren-
theses and the coefficient is given by
ARR = − 1
32π2
(
λu1λ
u∗
2
M
)2
G
(
m2t
M2
)
, (18)
where
G(x) ≡ 1− x
2 + 2x logx
(1− x)3 . (19)
Note that, since the diquark coupling to quarks is an-
tisymmetric and the external states are c and u, only
the t quark can propagate in the loop. The imaginary
part of the operator coefficient is bounded above by
(2.9 × 103 TeV)−2 (obtained by insisting that the new
physics amplitude be no larger than 0.6 of the SM am-
plitude [38]); the resulting bounds on the real and imag-
inary parts of the combinations of masses and couplings
appearing in the coefficient are given, in the large diquark
mass limit, in Table II.
Now let us ask which of our various flavour structures
are compatible with the bounds. In Table III, we es-
timate the bound on the largest coupling, for each of
the three hierarchies and for both CKM-like mixing (7)
and Chiral Hierarchy (6). The bounds assume order-one
phases in all diquark couplings. The suppressed mixings
in the latter case mean that any one of the three hier-
archical structures, normal, inverted, or perverted, could
be compatible with an order-one diquark coupling for a
diquark mass around a TeV. The bound on the inverted
hierarchy with the mixing corresponding to Chiral Hier-
archy is particularly weak, allowing a coupling of strength
∼ 4π in tandem with a mass of a few hundred GeV.
C. Flavour bounds on the diquark coupled to [dRdR]
Bounds for the φd diquark from mixing in K and Bd,s
systems can be derived in an analogous way and are re-
ported in Table II.
For ∆F = 1 processes, there are bounds from b →
dγ, sγ and from ǫ′/ǫ in neutral Kaon decays, from one-
loop contributions to the sd chromomagnetic operator.
The operator corresponding to photon emission is
given by
eH†AijLRd
i
Riσ
µνqjLFµν , (20)
where
AijLR = −
λdi λ
d∗
j
72π2M2
mj
v
F
(
m2
M2
)
, (21)
F (x) ≡ 4− 9x+ 5x
3 + 6x(1− 2x) log x
4(1− x)4 , (22)
and m denotes the mass of the quark in the loop. The
factor of mj arises because the necessary helicity flip is
on the incoming quark. We note that the new physics
contribution has no interference with the SM amplitude,
which has the opposite polarization.
The sd chromomagnetic operator is
gsH
†AijLRd
i
Riσ
µνGµνq
j
L, (23)
where
AijLR =
λdi λ
d∗
j
192π2M2
mj
v
H
(
m2
M2
)
(24)
and
H(x) ≡ 1 + 9x− 9x
2 − x3 + 6x(1 + x) log x
(1− x)4 . (25)
Now for the bounds. For Kaons, δ( ǫ
′
ǫ
) ≤ 10−3, imply-
ing a bound on the operator coefficients of [32]
Im
A12LR −A21LR
ys
≤ 10−4 TeV−2, (26)
where ys is the strange Yukawa coupling to the Higgs.
The bound for large diquark mass is given in Table II.
For b → sγ, the operator bound is |A23LR| ≤ 6 ×
10−5 TeV−2 (obtained by insisting that the new physics
amplitude not exceed 15 per cent of that of the SM
[32]); for b → dγ, we derive a bound of |A13LR| ≤
10
Process Bound /(M/TeV)
ǫK
√
|Im(λd1λ
d∗
2 )
2| ≤ 2.8× 10−3
∆mK
√
|Re(λd1λ
d∗
2 )
2| ≤ 4.6× 10−2
D mixing
√
|Im(λu1λ
u∗
2 )
2| ≤ 6.1 × 10−3
D mixing
√
|Re(λu1λ
u∗
2 )
2| ≤ 1.5× 10−2
Bd mixing
√
|Im(λd1λ
d∗
3 )
2| ≤ 2.0× 10−2
Bd mixing
√
|Re(λd1λ
d∗
3 )
2| ≤ 3.6× 10−2
Bs mixing
√
|Im(λd2λ
d∗
3 )
2| ≤ 1.6× 10−1
ǫ′/ǫ
√
|Imλd1λ
d∗
2 | ≤ 0.37
b→ s+ γ
√
|λd2λ
d∗
3 | ≤ 1.8
b→ d+ γ
√
|λd1λ
d∗
3 | ≤ 0.9
Rb |λ
d
1,2| ≤ 24
Ac |λ
u
3 | ≤ 24
B± → φπ±
√
|λd3λ
d
1∗| ≤ 0.1
TABLE II: Bounds in units of M/TeV on antisymmetrically-
coupled diquarks, valid at large diquark mass (see the text for
generally-valid bounds). The couplings are defined in eq’ns
(8,12).
3 × 10−5 TeV−2, by insisting that the new physics am-
plitude not exceed that of the SM. In both cases, the
bound for large diquark mass may be found in Table II.
Again, the bounds on the largest coupling for each of the
three hierarchies may be found in Table III. One can see
that only the inverted hierarchy can be compatible with
the bounds and only then in the case of CKM-like mix-
ing. For state VIII, which couples to down quarks, the
strongest bound (at M = 1 TeV) sometimes comes from
B → φπ. Since this bound relies on the assumption of
QCD factorization, we have also quoted the next most
stringent bound.
It is worth noting that, in the cases of both φu and φd,
the weakest flavour bounds occur for the inverted hierar-
chy, in which the large diquark coupling involves the first
two generations. This is a seemingly counterintuitive re-
sult, as the light quarks are subjected to the strongest ex-
perimental flavour constraints. The reason for this result
lies in the antisymmetry of the diquark coupling. Since
a third-generation quark must be necessarily exchanged
inside the loop, the largest price in mixing angles must
be paid in the case of an inverted hierarchy.
D. Multiple diquarks
One question we have not yet addressed is whether one
can have multiple diquark states (either coupled to up or
down quarks or both) without a contradiction with ex-
perimental constraints. Could we have, for example, one
diquark that couples predominantly to the first and sec-
ond generations and another that couples predominantly
to the first and third? At least for contributions of the
Hierarchy CKM-like Chiral hierarchy
Inverted (λu3 )
2 . 10 (D) (λu3 )
2 . 90 (D)
Normal (λu1 )
2 . 0.03 (D) (λu1 )
2 . 0.7 (D)
Perverted (λu2 )
2 . 0.03 (D) (λu2 )
2 . 0.7 (D)
Inverted
(λd3)
2 . 2 (Bd) (λ
d
3)
2 . 0.06 (K)
λd3 . 1 (B → φπ) λ
d
3 . 0.3 (B → φπ)
Normal, Perverted
(λd1,2)
2 . 0.01 (K) (λd1,2)
2 . 0.01 (K)
λd1,2 . 1 (B → φπ) λ
d
1,2 . 0.3 (B → φπ)
TABLE III: Bounds (with the process in parentheses) on the
largest diquark coupling in units of M/TeV, for each of the
three hierarchies, for CKM-like mixing and Chiral Hierarchy.
The couplings are defined in eq’ns (8,12).
type we have discussed, this would appear to pose no
problem, provided the diquark mass eigenstates are not
strongly mixed. If they are strongly mixed, then a single
diquark mass eigenstate will have two sizable couplings,
which immediately poses a problem for flavour physics. If
they are not strongly mixed, then, for example, one-loop
contributions to ∆F = 2 processes containing one each of
the two diquarks in the loop will still be suppressed, since
to get a flavour-changing diagram each diquark propaga-
tor must begin and end on different vertices. Explicitly,
a one-loop contribution to Kaon mixing, for example, re-
quires both the 1−3 and 2−3 coupling for each diquark.
E. Two-loop processes
For the diquarks coupled to uRuR or dRdR, there are
no one-loop contributions involving a diquark and a W -
boson. Nevertheless, we might worry that there might be
strong bounds from two-loop contributions of this type.
Such a process need not involve all three generations and
so there may be an enhancement that can overcome the
extra loop factor. In Fig. 5, we show two-loop contri-
butions to Kaon mixing that do not require one to go
through a small diquark coupling, in the case where the
coupling to the first and second generation quarks is of
order one. It is easy to see that these diagrams give small
contributions: the first is a dressing of a GIM-suppressed
SM FCNC, together with an insertion of ms and md; in
the second, the GIM mechanism does not operate, but in-
stead one has four mass insertions, giving a suppression
of (m2sm
2
d).
VI. OTHER INDIRECT SEARCHES
A. Neutron electric dipole moment
The diquark couplings may contain new sources of CP
violation and, ergo, give new contributions to the elec-
tric dipole moment of the neutron. For example, for di-
quarks coupled antisymmetrically to three generations of
11
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FIG. 5: Two-loop diagrams contributing to neutral meson
mixing with an internal diquark and W -bosons.
quarks, as in the SM, there are potentially three new
complex phases in the diquark couplings, with only one
new complex degree of freedom (the diquark) that can
be re-phased, leading to two CP -violating phases. Nev-
ertheless, there are trivially no one-loop contributions,
since such diagrams involve the modulus-squared of a
single coupling. At higher-loop level, it is easy to see
that, at least for three generations of quarks or fewer,
all relevant loop diagrams containing only quarks and
antisymmetrically coupled diquarks can be made real.10
Indeed, consider the Lagrangian with three generations
of massive quarks and gauge interactions switched off. In
the mass basis, there are four possible U(1) phase rota-
tions (one for the diquark and each of the three gener-
ations of quarks) that leave all terms in the Lagrangian
except the diquark coupling invariant. One linear com-
bination of these corresponds to the conserved baryon
number, which also leaves the diquark coupling invariant,
but three orthogonal combinations can be used to remove
the phases of the three antisymmetric couplings.11 With
this choice of phases, then, all relevant diagrams are real.
Note that, in this basis, the CKM matrix does not take
its canonical form and indeed possesses three unremov-
able phases. Hence, there may be extra sources of CP
violation (beyond the SM) once gauge interactions are re-
instated. One may show that, even in this basis, there is
no dangerous loop contribution fromW -boson exchange.
Potentially, contributions could arise at two-loop level,
from diagrams where both a diquark and a W are ex-
changed, as shown in Fig. 6. However, the contribution
of the sum of these diagrams is real. The EDM thus re-
10 We thank R. Rattazzi for discussions on this point.
11 This argument breaks down for n > 3 generations of quarks,
(since then the number of antisymmetric couplings,
n(n−1)
2
, ex-
ceeds the number, n, of quark generations) or at any n > 1
for couplings that are not antisymmetric in flavour indices; in
both cases one may show that there exist two-loop diagrams
with phases that can contribute to the neutron EDM.
b, s
W
t s, b
φ
d d
FIG. 6: Two-loop contribution to the neutron EDM.
quires three or more loops, along with several quark mass
insertions to flip the dR interacting with the diquark into
the dL interacting with the W and several CKM angle
suppressions, and is negligible.
Similar considerations apply to the contribution to the
Weinberg operator [43] involving a quark loop, for which
one cannot obtain a phase by dressing with diquarks
alone. Again, one needs W -bosons and Higgs insertions.
B. Electroweak precision tests
Bounds on diquarks coupled antisymmetrically to
uRuR or dRdR also arise from one-loop corrections to the
coupling of the Z boson to charmed or bottom quarks,
respectively. The relevant diagrams for the latter have
previously been computed in the context of supersym-
metric theories with violation of R-parity in [44]. At
large diquark mass, M ≫ mZ , with light quarks in
the loop, and assuming a single coupling dominates, we
find shifts in the tree-level couplings to the Z-boson,
huR ≡ − 23 sin2 θW , hdR ≡ 13 sin2 θW , given at leading or-
der by
δhdR =
|λ|2
72π2
sin2 θW
m2Z
M2
log
m2Z
M2
,
δhuR = −2 δhdR . (27)
These shifts in the couplings result in shifts in the mea-
sured Rb,c and Ab,c parameters [42, 45], compared to the
SM values, given by
δRb
Rb
≃ 0.83 δhdR ,
δAb
Ab
≃ −1.7 δhdR ,
δRc
Rc
≃ −2.1 δhuR ,
δAc
Ac
≃ 5.3 δhuR . (28)
The measured values are
Rb = 0.21629± 0.00066, Ab = 0.923± 0.020,
Rc = 0.1721± 0.0030, Ac = 0.670± 0.027.
(29)
Since the SM fit to these observables is rather good, we
derive a rough bound by insisting that the diquark con-
tribution not exceed twice the quoted error; the strongest
12
bounds on a TeV mass diquark are listed in Table II. For
the diquark coupled to uRuR with a dominant coupling
to charm and top quarks, the contribution is increased
by roughly mt/mZ ; a precise bound in that case can be
obtained using the formulæ given in [44].
VII. DIRECT SEARCHES
To begin the discussion of current and future direct
searches for antisymmetrically coupled diquarks, it is use-
ful to consider qualitatively the relative advantages of the
different search channels available at pp or pp colliders for
the different coupling hierarchies. For reference, Table IV
lists leading-order cross sections12 for the LHC running
at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 or 7 TeV, evaluated for
unit diquark coupling, for each of the hierarchies.
A. Inverted hierarchy
For the inverted hierarchy, in which there is a sizable
coupling involving the first and second generation quarks,
we have the option of searching either for a resonance in
the s channel, or searching for an excess resulting from
diquark exchange in the t-channel. The former channel
is initiated by a quark from the first and a quark from
the second generation (or a pair of anti-quarks), whereas
the latter channel is quark-antiquark initiated, and these
may both belong to the first generation.
Thus, for the Tevatron, we might expect that the
strongest bounds come from t channel exchange searches.
Passing to the LHC, the search sensitivity for t-channel
exchange will be enhanced by the energy reach and lumi-
nosity, but will be suppressed by the fact that we need to
produce an antiquark out of the sea. CDF, D0, ATLAS
and CMS should all be able to present bounds, since they
have searched for evidence of the quark contact interac-
tion term, L ⊃ Σflavours 2πΛ2 (qLγµqL)2 in dijet distribu-
tions, quoting lower bounds on Λ of 1.6 [50], 3.1 [51], 3.4
[52], and 5.6 [53] TeV, respectively.13 We estimate that
the second of these searches translates to bounds of 600
GeV for the diquark coupled to up quarks and 300 GeV
for the diquark coupled to down quarks, at unit diquark
coupling. We stress however that these estimates are not
12 NLO cross-sections may be found in [46].
13 ATLAS sets a more model-independent limit on the quantity
Fχ, which is the ratio of the number of observed events with
χ ≡ exp |y1 − y2| < 3.32 (where y1,2 are the jet rapidities) to
the number of observed events at any χ, in an event sample with
dijet invariant mass exceeding 1.2 TeV. Unfortunately, we expect
no more than 0.1 events with such a large dijet invariant mass,
for diquark coupling not exceeding one and mass exceeding 200
GeV.
robust, not least because the assumption of contact inter-
actions is invalidated at such low masses; we regard them
as merely suggestive of what might be achieved with a
dedicated analysis.
1. Search for dijet resonances
Turning now to dijet resonance searches, these are nec-
essarily quark-quark initiated, but also necessarily re-
quire a quark from each of the first and second gener-
ations. As a result, there is not necessarily any gain in
passing from a pp to a pp collider, at least in the limit
that the pdfs of strange and charmed quarks equal those
of the corresponding antiquarks. Moreover, the enhance-
ment for diquarks coupled to an up quark, rather than
a down quark, is mitigated by the fact that one must
also couple to a charm quark, which is, of course, some-
what heavier than the strange quark. As a result, we see
from Table IV that cross sections for production of di-
quark resonances coupled to up-type quarks are similar
to those for diquarks coupled to down-type quarks.
There is, of course, a gain to be had in passing from the
Tevatron to the LHC in terms of energy reach. CMS has
performed a search using 3.1 pb−1 of data and presented
an exclusion in terms of signal cross section times ac-
ceptance as a function of resonance mass [54]. Since the
search is based on ‘bump-hunting’ techniques, the sensi-
tivity of the search (and, ergo, the bound), can only be
independent of the model in the limit that the intrinsic
resonance width is somewhat less that the experimental
resolution, which is dominated by the jet energy reso-
lution. Moreover, the bound depends on the nature of
the initial and final state partons. One effect accounted
for in [54] is that gluon-initiated jets radiate more than
quark-initiated ones, leading to a broader bump for res-
onances involving the former. CMS estimates that their
dijet invariant mass resolution for a quark-quark reso-
nance varies between 5 and 8 per cent in the region be-
tween 0.5 and 1.5 TeV, whereas our diquark width is
given (in the limit of decay to massless quarks) by
Γ =
|λ|2
8π
M. (30)
For couplings below unity, the width lies below 4 per
cent, below the experimental resolution.14 Assuming im-
plicitly that the search sensitivity is independent of the
initial state quark flavours, CMS gives an exclusion curve
for a narrow di-quark resonance which we reproduce (in
the region 500 to 1000 GeV) in Fig. 7. Figure 7 also shows
the leading order partonic resonant cross-section15 times
14 Table III shows that couplings larger than unity are allowed by
the flavour bounds; to probe these would require a search for
broader resonances.
15 The t-channel exchange diagrams give a small contribution and
have been neglected.
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CM Energy =14 TeV CM Energy = 7 TeV
Mass/GeV 200 400 600 800 1000 200 400 600 800 1000
gg, qq → φφ∗ 4.6× 101 1.3× 100 1.2× 10−1 2.0× 10−2 4.4 × 10−3 7.0 × 100 1.1 × 10−1 6.2 × 10−3 5.6× 10−4 6.4× 10−5
cg → uφ∗ 3.5× 102 2.6× 101 4.5× 100 1.1× 100 3.4 × 10−1 6.9 × 101 3.4 × 100 4.0 × 10−1 7.0× 10−2 1.6× 10−2
cg → uφ 3.5× 102 2.6× 101 4.5× 100 1.1× 100 3.4 × 10−1 6.8 × 101 3.4 × 100 4.0 × 10−1 7.0× 10−2 1.6× 10−2
ug → cφ∗ 3.6× 103 4.0× 102 9.2× 101 2.9× 101 1.1 × 101 1.1 × 103 9.5 × 101 1.7× 101 4.3× 100 1.3× 100
ug → cφ 6.6× 102 5.3× 101 9.8× 100 2.6× 100 8.5 × 10−1 1.5 × 102 8.1 × 100 1.1× 100 2.1× 10−1 5.0× 10−2
uc→ φ∗ → uc 1.5× 104 1.7× 103 4.2× 102 1.4× 102 5.8 × 101 6.3 × 103 5.6 × 102 1.1× 102 3.0× 101 1.0× 101
uc→ φ→ uc 3.8× 103 3.1× 102 5.9× 101 1.6× 101 5.7 × 100 1.1 × 103 6.4 × 101 9.2× 100 2.0× 100 5.5× 10−1
sg → dφ∗ 5.0× 102 4.0× 101 7.1× 100 1.9× 100 5.9 × 10−1 1.1 × 102 5.8 × 100 7.4 × 10−1 1.4× 10−1 3.2× 10−2
sg → dφ 5.0× 102 4.0× 101 7.1× 100 1.9× 100 5.9 × 10−1 1.0 × 102 5.8 × 100 7.4 × 10−1 1.4× 10−1 3.2× 10−2
dg → sφ∗ 2.0× 103 2.0× 102 4.4× 101 1.4× 101 5.0 × 100 5.7 × 102 4.4 × 101 7.3× 100 1.7× 100 4.9× 10−1
dg → sφ 7.8× 102 6.6× 101 1.2× 101 3.3× 100 1.1 × 100 1.8 × 102 1.1 × 101 1.4× 100 2.8× 10−1 6.5× 10−2
ds→ φ∗ → ds 1.1× 104 1.2× 103 2.8× 102 9.7× 101 4.0 × 101 4.5 × 103 3.9 × 102 7.7× 101 2.1× 101 7.2× 100
ds→ φ→ ds 5.6× 103 5.0× 102 1.0× 102 3.1× 101 1.1 × 101 1.9 × 103 1.3 × 102 2.0× 101 4.7× 100 1.4× 100
ug → tφ∗ 3.0× 102 6.0× 101 1.8× 101 6.9× 100 3.0 × 100 7.6 × 101 1.2 × 101 2.7× 100 7.9× 10−1 2.6× 10−1
ug → tφ 4.2× 101 6.6× 100 1.6× 100 5.1× 10−1 1.9 × 10−1 6.9 × 100 7.5 × 10−1 1.3 × 10−1 3.1× 10−2 8.4× 10−3
dg → bφ∗ 5.0× 103 4.2× 102 8.5× 101 2.5× 101 8.9 × 100 1.5 × 103 9.5 × 101 1.4× 101 3.2× 100 8.9× 10−1
dg → bφ 2.1× 103 1.4× 102 2.4× 101 6.1× 100 2.0 × 100 5.0 × 102 2.4 × 101 2.9× 100 5.3× 10−1 1.2× 10−1
cg → tφ∗ 2.0× 101 3.0× 100 7.0× 10−1 2.1× 10−1 7.3 × 10−2 2.8 × 100 2.8 × 10−1 4.6 × 10−2 9.7× 10−3 2.4× 10−3
cg → tφ 2.0× 101 3.0× 100 7.0× 10−1 2.1× 10−1 7.3 × 10−2 2.8 × 100 2.8 × 10−1 4.6 × 10−2 9.7× 10−3 2.4× 10−3
sg → bφ∗ 1.3× 103 8.6× 101 1.4× 101 3.4× 100 1.1 × 100 3.0 × 102 1.3 × 101 1.5× 100 2.7× 10−1 6.1× 10−2
sg → bφ 1.3× 103 8.6× 101 1.4× 101 3.4× 100 1.1 × 100 3.0 × 102 1.3 × 101 1.5× 100 2.7× 10−1 6.1× 10−2
TABLE IV: Leading order cross-sections (in pb) at a 14 or 7 TeV LHC, for unit diquark coupling, computed using MADGRAPHv5
[47, 48] and CTEQ6L1 pdfs [49]. Top and bottom quark pdfs are assumed to vanish.
acceptance, for the diquark coupled to up-type or down-
type quarks, with a squared-coupling to the first and sec-
ond generation quarks varying between 0.01 and 1. We
have estimated the signal acceptance by applying all of
the cuts described in [54] directly at the partonic level.
Whilst this search, based on a very small data set, only
excludes diquarks with order one couplings in a small
mass interval for now, it seems that there is hope for the
future. The lower limit on the search region is set by the
trigger, which becomes fully efficient only above 490 GeV.
Unfortunately, this lower limit is destined to increase in
step with the luminosity. Turning to the Tevatron Run
II, CDF has presented an exclusion based on 1.13 pb−1 of
data. The search strategy is similar to the one of CMS,
except that CDF uses the quark-gluon resonance profile
to set a limit on diquark resonances. Since the former
are broader than the latter, due to the different radiation
properties of quarks versus gluons, this presumably rep-
resents a conservative bound. The CDF exclusion curve,
together with the leading order signal cross-section times
acceptance (with cuts described in [55] applied at the
partonic level), is shown in Fig. 8. One sees that no mass
region is excluded for couplings smaller than unity on the
basis of the leading order signal cross section.
B. Perverted and normal hierarchies
1. Forward-backward asymmetry in top pair production
Several authors [14–20] have explored the possibility of
using diquark exchange in the t channel to explain the
forward-backward asymmetry observed in pair produc-
tion of top quarks at the Tevatron [56]. This requires a
rather light diquark (a few hundred GeV), with a cou-
pling to up and top quarks of order a few.
To be compatible with flavour constraints, the other
two diquark couplings must be suppressed.16 In the con-
text of our flavour paradigm, Table III shows that in
the case of Chiral Hierarchy, the tension with the bound
from D-meson mixing is small. (We stress again that our
bounds should only be considered as order of magnitude
estimates.) As a result, the diquark explanation seems at
least plausible. For comparison, if we had taken a generic
new state mediating D-meson mixing at tree level, and
coupled non-chirally, with the coupling between the first
and second generation quarks generated by the CKM ro-
tation, we would have found a bound on the mass of the
new state of 800 TeV!
16 Some authors [19, 20] have extended MFV to diquarks transform-
ing under flavour symmetries (see also [21]). This falls outside
our flavour paradigm and, as we have seen, does not seem to be
required for consistency with flavour constraints.
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FIG. 7: CMS dijet resonance exclusion curve (solid line) [54]
together with leading order predictions for diquarks coupled
to u and c quarks (dashed) or to d and s quarks (dotted), with
squared coupling of 1, 0.1, and 0.01 (from top to bottom).
We can also use our estimate of the λu3 and λ
u
1 cou-
plings to compare with constraints on single top produc-
tion. In [16], a very rough bound on |λu3λu1,2| is obtained,
by requiring that the LO cross-section for uu → ct plus
uc → tu at the Tevatron not exceed the uncertainty in
the measured cross section for single production of top
quarks, σ = 2.76+0.58−0.47 pb [57], which agrees with the SM
prediction for mt = 170 GeV. The bound varies between
|λu3λ∗u2 | < 0.1 for M = 400 GeV and |λu3λ∗u2 | < 0.9 for
M = 800 GeV. Again, there is some tension at lower
mass values, but the diquark explanation seems not un-
reasonable.
2. Single vs. pair production
For the normal and perverted hierarchies, the (asso-
ciated) single production cross sections begin to become
comparable to the pair production (via QCD) cross sec-
tions, such that the latter dominate for small enough
diquark couplings and masses. For example, with a unit
coupling between the charm and top quarks, Table IV
shows that (associated) single production of the diquark
dominates for masses above 400 GeV (for both 7 and 14
TeV LHC CM energies), while for a coupling of 0.1, pair
production dominates all the way up to a TeV. Alter-
natively, for a diquark coupled to strange and bottom
quarks, single production dominates above 400 GeV at 7
TeV (600 GeV at 14 TeV), even for a coupling as small
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FIG. 8: CDF dijet resonance exclusion curve (solid line) [55]
together with leading order predictions for diquarks coupled
to u and c quarks (dashed) or to d and s quarks (dotted), with
squared coupling of 1, 0.1, and 0.01 (from top to bottom).
as 0.1.
In the (associated) single production channel, diquarks
present an interesting new signal in the form of a reso-
nance between a heavy-flavour and a light-flavour jet. As
previous authors have discussed, these may be searched
for directly [17, 37], or, for example, as anomalous ex-
cesses in the ttj [15, 37] or bbj channels. Since the cross-
sections can be so large, such new physics may also be
able to profit from the use of charm-tagging.
C. Distinguishing qq from qq resonances at the
LHC
The presence of heavy flavour in the final state also
allows for the possibility of determining whether a pro-
duced resonance coupled to a heavy quark or a heavy
anti-quark, for the case of final states involving b, t, and
possibly c. With it comes the possibility of distinguish-
ing quark-quark from quark-antiquark resonances. For
example, for a diquark coupled to up quarks with the
inverted hierarchy, single production of a diquark reso-
nance at the LHC arises predominantly via a uc initial
state (rather than uc) and hence leads to a uc final state,
with a predominance of c over c. But for a neutral quark-
antiquark resonance, one would expect equal numbers of
c and c in the final state, while an electrically-charged
quark-antiquark resonance would yield a predominance
of c in the final state. The differences arise because a di-
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quark or a charged qq resonance carries a conserved quan-
tum number (electric charge or baryon number), whereas
a neutral qq resonance does not.
One may use the same trick for a resonance with the
perverted hierarchy produced in association with a heavy
quark or antiquark, by focussing on the heavy quark or
antiquark in the final state that pairs up with the light
quark to form the resonance.
For the normal hierarchy, even in the case of a di-
quark coupled to bs one may hope to distinguish it from
a real quark-antiquark resonance in associated produc-
tion, notwithstanding the fact that the proton contains
comparable fractions of s and s: in the case of a diquark,
the final state will always contain a b and a b, whilst a real
quark-antiquark resonance will lead to equal fractions of
same- and opposite-sign bb final states.
VIII. DISCUSSION
The origin of flavour structure remains one of the out-
standing puzzles of particle physics. And yet, it seems at
first that sub-TeV new physics has limited prospects for
giving us further clues. The barrage of flavour-violating
and CP -violating experimental tests are so constrain-
ing that the safest course for new physics is to be pre-
dominantly “flavour-blind”, with perhaps small flavour-
dependent couplings affecting decays. We have argued
that new scalars with substantial diquark couplings rep-
resent a striking exception, and a special opportunity for
the Tevatron and LHC to uncover new flavour physics.
Our conclusion is based on a judgement on the most plau-
sible and broadly-defined expectation for the flavour de-
pendence of the diquark couplings, namely that they are
hierarchical in the same gauge basis as the SM Higgs
Yukawa couplings are, but perhaps with a very different
hierarchical pattern. Such a structure fits naturally into
the dominant UV flavour paradigms.
We have performed a comprehensive set of estimates
based on this structure and demonstrated that several
species of diquark can satisfy all flavour and CP con-
straints, while still having at least one coupling strong
enough to play a role in their production. Some of these
cases, diquarks with qLqL or uRdR quantum numbers,
can only satisfy the constraints if they are roughly hi-
erarchical in the same way as SM Yukawa couplings,
namely with the strongest couplings to the third genera-
tion and roughly CKM-like suppressions to other genera-
tions. Colour-triplet diquarks with uRuR quantum num-
bers may exhibit the greatest variety of behaviours, with
the strongest couplings between first and third, or first
and second, or second and third generations, given the
rough flavour structure we denoted as Chiral Hierarchy,
a class of compelling flavour structures emerging from ei-
ther Froggatt-Nielsen or extra-dimensional mechanisms.
Colour-triplet diquarks with either uRuR or dRdR quan-
tum numbers can also have their strongest couplings to
first and second generations with roughly CKM-like sup-
pressions to the third. Curiously, the bounds are weakest
when the largest coupling involves the first and second
generations, even though the bounds are strongest for
processes involving these same quarks externally. It is
also possible that some of these observations can be ex-
tended to some R-parity violating supersymmetric theo-
ries, but this remains for future work.
The life of a hadron machine, such as the Tevatron
or LHC, inevitably involves several tentative signals and
anomalies, some of which may emerge as true signals of
new physics. While such anomalies certainly need close
experimental scrutiny, it is also invaluable to consider at
early stages what new physics might underlie them, be-
cause it typically indicates where else experiments can
look for corroboration. This back-and-forth between ex-
periment and phenomenological modeling has taken place
in the course of past anomalies, and should continue go-
ing into the LHC era. Some of the tentative signals have
in the past, and will no doubt in the future, suggest new
physics coupling directly to quarks. It is at this point
that theorists will need to consider the connections be-
tween new physics and quarks that can plausibly be in
accord with low-energy flavour and CP tests. As we have
argued, it is precisely here that diquark scalars come into
their own, and the present paper can serve as a valuable
resource.
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